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Publications

The final component of the finding aid is a list of published books in the Richard Roller Collection. The bibliography contains two lists, both arranged chronologically. The first list includes monographs while the second includes serials and periodicals. These books are housed in the Special Collection stacks. The publications are cataloged and may be searched through CardCat, the University Libraries' online catalog.

MONOGRAPHS

Bailey, Shirley R. Bottle Town. (1968) NK 5440 .B6 B3 1968
________. Whitall, Tatum & Co. 1880. (1971) TP 865 .W5 1880
Cascadden, Edith V. History of Lapel and Fishersburg. (1938) F 534 .L29 C37 1938
________. Before the Interstate Commerce Commission: In the Matter of the Muncie & Western Railroad Company. (c. 1910) HE 2127 .M86 1910z
Foster, John Morrill. *Old Bottle Foster and His Glass-Making Descendants.* (1972) TP 852 .F67 1972 --signed by author


Illustrated Catalogue and Price List of Bottles, Fruit, and Battery Jars Manufactured by the Cumberland Glass Mfg. Co. (1911) NK 5440 .B6 C96 1911


________. *Bottles, Flasks and Dr. Dyott.* (1970) NK 5198 .D95 M3 1970


Peterson, Arthur G. *Glass Patents and Patterns.* (1973) TP 865 .P47 1973


________. *Bottle Identification.* (1965) NK 5440 .B6 P8 1965


________. *Everything You Wanted to Know About Australian Fruit Jars.* (1979) NK 5440 .F7 S57 1979 --signed by author

________. *Dover Stamping Co. 1869*. (1971) HC 9539 .T64 U56 1869a


### SERIALS/PERIODICALS


*American Glass Review*. (vol. 51, no. 15, January 9, 1932) TP 845 .G42


*Fruit Jar Collector*. (vol. 2, no. 3, February, 1972) NK 5440 .F7 F764


*The Glass Container*. (vol. 8, no. 8, June, 1929) TP 845 .G41


*Glass: The Recognized Organ of the Glass Industry*. (vol. 9, no. 4, April, 1932) TP 845 .G44

*Nagy's International Hutchinson Newsletter*. (vol. 3, issues no. 8-12, vol. 4, issues 1-11, vol. 4, issue 12) NK 5440 .B6 N34

*The National Bottle Gazette: The Unbiased Voice of the Bottle World!* (vol 1 no. 9, vol. 1 no. 11, vol. 2 no 4 - vol. 3 no. 1)


*South Jersey Magazine*. (vol. 2 no. 4, Fall 1973 - vol. 4 no. 1, Winter 1975, vol. 7 no. 3, Summer 1978) F 131 .S72